Inside Story: Rogue Academics in Sri Lanka – Part 2
In his response for our first part of this series, Prof. A. Rameez, Vice Chancellor, Professor in
Sociology, South Eastern University of Sri Lanka, Oluvil, has says the following in an email.
“As I was engaged in an official duty over the last two days, I couldn't write to you. I know
that you have published an article referring to my academic integrity in your website
yesterday. You could have sought my clarification on the contents of the article before being
published in your website. I just wonder who this investigative journalist is. However, many
people are in the pursuit of tarnishing the image of University in the public domain due to
various reasons. Hence, he may also have some ulterior motives behind his move. Having said
that, I am now consulting people to legally approach this matter.”
Editor’s Note: As far as ethical journalism is concerned, it is our responsibility to publish his
response in full without any redactions, stressing that the Vice-Chancellor must have known that
questioning the author's details was indecent. However, we as the editorial board wish
emphasize again that Sri Lanka Guardian is welcome responses from the named parties in this
part of the series as well.

Written by Abdul Raheem
Sri Lanka Guardian (slguardian.org and www.srilankaguardian.org)

Rogue Academics’ Behavioral Intension to Recycle Research Fraudulence: A Study of a duplicate
publication of plagiarism by Professor A. Rameez, the Vice Chancellor of South Eastern University
of Sri Lanka
Less important quote for the sake of looking fancy: “Here he used his talents for deviousness and vitriol
in a more socially acceptable way, successfully conducting a major campaign against counterfeiting,
even sending several men to their death on the gallows” – Stephen Hawking, A Brief History of Time.
In a recent article (link here: http://www.srilankaguardian.org/2022/11/inside-story-rogue-academics-insri.html) the readers were presented with some solid evidences for some serious research fraudulences
committed by the current Vice Chancellor of South Eastern University of Sri Lanka (SEUSL). Now that
we have the audience sufficiently oriented, we will proceed on to gradually expose more and more of the
research fraudulences and academic malpractices that are plaguing this institution of higher education,
thanks to the likes of intellectual conmen like A. Rameez.
The recent article covered the plagiarism contained in the two publications below by A. Rameez:
1. Rameez, A., M. Riswan, and N. Lumna. "Ageing and health seeking behaviour: a medical
sociological approach to Nintavur divisional secretariat, Sri Lanka." (2015).
2. Rameez, A. "Disasters and social capital in Sri Lanka: a conceptual and theoretical analysis."
(2016).

In this article we focus on some further findings on research fraudulence by A. Rameez, who is serving as
a professor in sociology since 2019 and the vice chancellor of SEUSL since 2021.
Evidence in Summary:


A. Rameez published in 2016 part of his M.Phil. research conducted until 2010. This 9-page long
publication text contained stolen text for three pages.



A. Rameez re-published the same 2016 article, a 100% copy, in a different journal with the same
stolen content.

A. Rameez, being the sole author, has published in 2019 an article in Volume 7 Issue No. 1 of the printonly journal “Journal of Classical Thamizh: A Quarterly International Multilateral Thamizh Journal (Arts
& Humanities)” (Tamil name: சசசசசசசசசச சசசசச: சசசசசசசசசசச சசசசசசசச சசசசச சசசசசசசச சசசசசசசச (சசச &
சசசசசசசசச)) (ISSN: 2321-0737). The title of the article, not-so-surprisingly for us at this stage of our
understanding on the workings of academically degenerate small-brains, is “Disasters and social capital in
Sri Lanka: a conceptual and theoretical analysis”. Interestingly, this 12 pages long article by A. Rameez is
the only English-language article in this entire Classical Thamizh journal issue with 278 pages. On a
different
note,
the
publisher’s
note
for
authors
on
their
website
(link
https://rajapublications.wixsite.com/journals/author-centre) requires authors to submit content for 7 pages
minimum for each article, yet there exist articles that are only 3 pages long – a possible indication on the
compromising nature of the journal itself. This article, or the version-with-zero-changes to be precise, has
been published in 2019, about three years after the item 2 covered in our previous article was published. It
is worthwhile noting that the content of this article can be considered as a publication of a part of his
research conducted for his M.Phil. degree – a degree he was granted after his claims for years-long
research study following his defense of a dissertation written based on his research work. It is also
interesting to note that A. Rameez published the item 2 covered in our previous article after about 5 years.
The relevant timeline is summarized below:


2010: A. Rameez graduates with M.Phil. after defending his dissertation



2016: A. Rameez publishes an article titled “Disasters and social capital in Sri Lanka: a
conceptual and theoretical analysis” in KALAM -International Research Journal



2019: A. Rameez publishes an article titled “Disasters and social capital in Sri Lanka: a
conceptual and theoretical analysis” in Journal of Classical Thamizh: A Quarterly International
Multilateral Thamizh Journal (Arts & Humanities)

We find that the KALAM version of the article on social capital is hosted by the electronic repository of
SEUSL libraries – link here (http://ir.lib.seu.ac.lk/handle/123456789/5251*). However, the Classical
Tamil version of the same article is not included in the SEUSL e-repository, nor is it to be found in the
Google Scholar and ResearchGate profiles of A. Rameez. However, we get to notice it in the Curriculum
Vitae posted at the Faculty of Arts and Culture webpage of SEUSL – link here
(https://www.seu.ac.lk/fac/staff/academic/fac/rameez/cv.pdf). This publication is listed as “Rameez, A.
(2019). Disasters and Social Capital in Sri Lanka: A Conceptual and Theoretical Analysis, Classical
Thamizh, Vol.07(01): 319-330, January-March 2019, Raja Publications, Tamil Nadu, India.” in the CV of
A. Rameez.
In conclusion we now have evidence for what’s called ‘self-plagiarism’ in the language employed by
UGC to describe various forms of plagiarism; or simply duplicate publication. Of interest is the fact that

A. Rameez chose to duplicate-publish an article with three pages of raw plagiarized material! Even more
interesting is that he had to publicize his plagiarism when publishing part of his research carried out for
his postgraduate degree at two different points in time, once when it was 5 years past his M.Phil.
graduation and once again when it was 9 years after his M.Phil. graduation – an evidence for sustained
academic bankruptcy and persistent dishonesty of this rogue academic. For those either with a lack of
capability to discern such simple mischief or with other forms of inexpressible guilt for similar academic
offenses, we feel that there is an explicit need to restate here that the 2019 version of A. Rameez’s
publication on Social Capital is a 100% copy of his 2016 version and that both of them contain threepages-long plagiarized material from one single source (Hazleton & Kennan, 2000) in addition to other
plagiarized content.
Is it that A. Rameez had already forgotten that he got his manuscript on social capital already published in
the journal KALAM when he thought of publishing his thesis-inspired paper in Classical Thamizh in year
2019? Or was it something else? Perhaps a rush for publications before submitting his application/ selfevaluation-report for professorship in 2019? Or is it that A. Rameez considers that a publication in the
Tamilnadu-based print-only journal would be looked at favorably than the version that appeared in the
journal run by their own faculty? Rumor has it that A. Rameez got about 07 research articles published in
the year 2019 alone by the publishing company of the journal Classical Thamizh, Raja Publications – we
can get this count verified if and when SEUSL, a public authority currently headed by A. Rameez with A.
Rameez himself functioning as the Designated Officer for Information, gets an opportunity in future to
release the information on the list of publications attached along with his application for professorship.
One wonders how much it costs to get published in the journal Classical Thamizh, how long it takes to
get an article published there, what are the scrutinizing practices – including check for plagiarism –
employed by the editors and finally how much of possibly reimbursed public funds had been effectively
flushed out of the country as foreign currency in 2019 by A. Rameez!
Acts of self-plagiarizing duplicate publication of articles composed of content stolen from other published
scholars can only be done by a Research Fraud who doesn’t have any sort of inhibition for intellectual
theft and any sense of fear for losing honor. This leading SEUSL academician in sociology and a selfappointed apostle of research and publication must have well been aware that the Classical Thamizh
version of his publication was only going to be available as a printed material and not on the internet
(publisher’s website here: http://www.rajapublications.com/) whilst the KALAM version of his
publication was to remain in the e-repository of South Eastern University of Sri Lanka
(http://ir.lib.seu.ac.lk/handle/123456789/5251*), thereby ruling out the possibility for any detection of his
act of plagiarism using contemporary software solutions.
The figures below show the 2019 version of the print-only publication by A. Rameez, the content of
which once belonged to the copyrighted journal KALAM.

The text within red boxes in the images above are content stolen word-for-word from Hazleton &
Kennan,
2000.
(Link
here:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235303108_Social_capital_Reconceptualizing_the_bottom_line
)

The figure below is of the article by A. Rameez as it appeared in KALAM in 2016, with the stolen
content highlighted in yellow; this should indicate the proportionality of the content discovered to have
been stolen word-for-word from just one single source (other stolen content not indicated). This article
matches 100% word-for-word with the 2019 version which appeared in Classical Thamizh.

The figures below show the stolen content from an original genuine article from where A. Rameez
plagiarized for both of his publications; the portions in yellow being the stolen content should indicate the
proportionality of the content discovered to have been stolen word-for-word.

Witnessing all of these freestyle gymnastics in research fraudulence by A. Rameez, one wonders how to
appropriately name this Research Fraudulence; there is plagiarism from Hazleton and a duplicate
publication of his own article! We’ll leave it to those with expertise in library sciences to name this
fraudulence using one catchy word or phrase; maybe it could be named after Rameez himself. If this is
the kind of academic and research practices of the only professor in the sociology department of SEUSL,
i.e. A. Rameez is the senior-most academic there, and if three of the five academics making up this
department have by now been demonstrated to be associated with research fraudulence and mediocrity
then what would be the state of academic honesty, integrity and quality in the output of this department
both in terms of published work and in its graduate output?! What would be the quality of output, both in
terms of scholarly work and graduate production, of the Faculty of Arts and Culture which runs
supposedly peer-reviewed journals that plagiarize what appear to be landmark papers in respective fields
of research and hosts research symposia where people read passages that state Sri Lanka should provide
free healthcare while there are supposedly a moderating panel and people listening to these presentations?
What must be the actual purpose of these front-cover research publication/ disseminations mechanisms?
As the citizens of Sri Lanka we are also rightfully entitled to raise following questions on information that
can only be made available to the public by South Eastern University of Sri Lanka, a public authority in
Sri Lanka:

1. What are the documentary evidences confirming which of the two publication versions above was
used for claiming publication-points for promotion to professorship by A. Rameez?
2. What are the documentary evidences confirming which of the two publication versions above was
used for claiming publication-points for application by A. Rameez to the post of Vice Chancellor
at SEUSL?
3. Did A. Rameez reimburse any expenditure incurred for the publication of article version that
appeared in Classical Thamizh in 2019?
4. Did A. Rameez claim that any of these two versions of his articles were peer-reviewed, refereed
in any of his applications for promotions or appointments?
And then we have the following food-for-thought questions:
1. If points for any of these two articles/ article versions have been claimed for his professorship
then is A. Rameez eligible to be a professor?
2. If any of these two articles/ article versions have been included in his application to the post of
Vice Chancellor at SEUSL then is he eligible to be the Vice Chancellor?
3. If he has obtained increments in salary, allowances and other benefits with promotions/
appointments using these publications then should he repay such financial gains back to the
government? (What if any of such financial gains/ payments have been obtained in foreign
currency equivalence? And if so, what if it was before March of 2022?)
4. What can be the standard in academic programs, research and postgraduate studies contributed to
by A. Rameez?
5. What are the remedies and actions taken by South Eastern University of Sri Lanka for these
Research Fraudulences?
6. What are the remedies and actions that can be taken by UGC, Sri Lanka for these Research
Fraudulences?
7. What are the remedies and actions that can be taken by the Ministry of Education, Sri Lanka for
these Research Fraudulences?
8. How is it that A. Rameez’s blatant plagiarism in the same article survived possible checkpoints
for scrutiny two times?!
9. Were the editors of KALAM doing any plagiarism check in 2016 on what they were publishing?
Were they taking any declaration from their authors about plagiarism?
10. Were the editors of Classical Thamizh, being editors of an Indian-UGC-approved research
journal as per the claims by Raja Publications, doing any plagiarism check in 2019 on what they
were publishing? Were they taking any declaration from their authors about plagiarism?
11. Is there any case for precedence with the Classical Thamizh journal to demonstrate how they deal
with demonstrated cases of plagiarism? Have they retracted papers? (For those action-oriented
readers, we would like to point out that Retraction Watch is already on the watch for the two
cases of plagiarism by A. Rameez covered in our previous article; link here:

https://www.facebook.com/retractionwatch/posts/pfbid0fA5dhT3fATAsEcXXftGSGiheTHuQL9
r9fRSmo7mgiFDcwnP2ghVe5Yq25BeTxK2Rl)

*

- It has come to our notice that the South Eastern University e-repository has taken down the 2016
version of the article on social capital by A. Rameez. We make this note here since it may slightly make
our exposé look somewhat less credible with what might be considered broken links. We learned through
a right-to-information request that SEUSL Library has its own documented e-repository policies and
protocols for withdrawal of articles from its e-repository. This withdrawal at SEUSL has happened during
the period our SL Guardian article has been under review. Currently the readers will not be able to see the
content published by A. Rameez at the e-repository link: http://ir.lib.seu.ac.lk/handle/123456789/5251;
instead, they will see the notice below:

A Google search (as of 22 November 2022), however, will still show you the currently cached version of
the article as it was hosted by the e-repository of SEUSL Library:

This
Google
search
is
archived
at:
https://web.archive.org/web/20221122044200/https://www.google.com/search?q=kalam+social+capital+i
r+lib+seu+ac+lk.

This withdrawal action by the SEUSL e-repository of evidence for plagiarism by A. Rameez has also
been archived for future references at the link below:
https://web.archive.org/web/20221121151616/http://ir.lib.seu.ac.lk/handle/123456789/5079/browse?type
=dateaccessioned&submit_browse=Submit+Date

The table of contents of the print version of the KALAM journal from 2016 is below:

Other details on the journal issue are below:

The first page of A. Rameez’s article itself as it appears in the first page of the print version of the
KALAM journal (2016) is below:

We ask this question: How many others at SEUSL have had this privilege to have their articles taken
down from the e-repository in a similar manner?
Trivia on title: As usual, the title above is not truly intended to be given to the article; it’s just a mockery
on mediocrity – more on this to be covered in detail later; for the impatient reader, some food for thought
is
here
(https://www.google.com/search?q=%22%40seu.ac.lk%22+%22intention+to%22+site%3Aseu.ac.lk) and
here
(https://www.google.com/search?q=%22*+intension+to+*%22+%22%40seu.ac.lk%22+site%3Aseu.ac.lk
). Even the spelling mistake in intention is intentional.

